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Abstract: The nonlinear characteristics of bolted connections are of significant importance for an-
alyzing the mechanical performance of structures. The Iwan model is well-known and has been
widely applied; its limitation is that it is not convenient for complex structures with multiple bolted
connections. To simplify the modeling process, a material with the force-displacement characteristics
of the Iwan model is proposed and applied to the bolted connection region, which can convert the
nonlinearity of the bolted connection into the nonlinearity of the material. The constitutive relation of
the proposed Iwan-based material is determined by the force-displacement equation of the bolted
connection under load and the elastic-plastic hypothesis. The proposed Iwan-based material is
implemented using the UMAT subroutine of ABAQUS, and the properties of the Iwan-based material
are assigned to a solid finite element for an equivalent modeling of bolted connections. Through
comparisons with the s imul ation results of the AIBE, the feasibility of the equivalent modeling
method for the force-displacement relationship of the original Iwan model is verified, and through
comparisons with the simulation results and experimental results of a detailed 3D FE model of the
bolted connection, the universality of the equivalent modeling method is verified. The results show
that the equivalent modeling method can well restore the statics characteristics of bolted structures
under cyclic loading and can be applied to complex combined structures. The method is more
convenient for establishing the finite element model of bolted connections and has more flexibility in
adjusting parameters than traditional methods.

Keywords: Iwan model; bolted connection; nonlinearity; elastoplastic material; equivalent modeling

1. Introduction

Bolted connections have been widely used in various fields; when a structure is
subjected to vibration loads, the static and dynamic properties of the bolted connections
have been extensively investigated [1–6]. It is effective and convenient to analyze the
mechanical properties of structures by finite element modeling [7–9]. The bolted connection
is regarded as a single element or as continuous elements in conventional simplified
methods, which are effective and well-known for modeling bolted joints [10,11]. The bolted
connection is a nonlinear system due to its complicated contact situation, which cannot be
ignored in dynamic analysis [12–14].

The Iwan model was introduced to accurately predict the mechanical performance
of bolted connections, and its effectiveness is proved [15]. As a phenomenological model,
the Iwan model does not offer actual mechanical explanations. Its formulation was pro-
posed by analyzing the force-displacement relationship of two boards with infinite Jenkins
elements, but this expression is also applicable to other structures with hysteretic prop-
erties. Song et al. [16] proposed an adjusted Iwan beam element considering the residual
stiffness of the structure, and the correctness of the model was proved by a lap-jointed
test specimen. Research on the Iwan model of bolted connections is generally classified
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into three categories: the improvement of models, parameter identification and dynamic
analysis. On the subject of the improvement of models, Mignolet et al. [17] introduced the
ratio of two friction states to explore the differences between static and dynamic friction,
so as to identify stiffness data with prominent discreteness. Shiryayev et al. [18] proposed
an adjusted Iwan model, which satisfied reversed cyclic loading data and expanded the
application range of the Iwan model. Rajaei et al. [19] derived the distribution function of
the Iwan model; when a preload is non-constant, the proposed model can generate asym-
metric hysteresis lines. Wang et al. [20] proposed a more generalized Iwan model function
by suggesting a generalized sliding load distribution function. This model was verified
by FEM and test data. Yuan et al. [21] discussed the hysteresis Iwan model to describe
the nonlinear mechanical behavior of a contact surface. The cantilever beam with bolted
connections was simulated based on the adjusted Iwan model. Li et al. [22] proposed a
new modeling method to improve the prediction accuracy of tangential contact behavior of
bolted joint interfaces. Based on the Iwan model, the relationship between the Iwan density
function and the distribution of the contact pressure is established. With respect to parame-
ter identification, Brake et al. [23] simplified the process of parameter identification and
improved the computational efficiency by assuming a sliding status before identification.
Miller et al. [24] identified the parameters of the Iwan model with non-constant amplitude
simple harmonic vibration motivation. Ahmadian et al. [25] determined the distribution
function according to the dissipated energy of the joint interfaces, which simplified the
calculating method of the restoring force of the contact surface. Lacayo et al. [26] proposed
an highly-efficient quasi-static algorithm, which can calculate the amplitude-dependent fre-
quency and damping for finite element modeling. Li et al. [27,28] studied the nonlinearity
of micro-slip at the interfaces of bolted connections. Based on the adjusted Iwan model, a
modeling method of bolted connections and a parameter identification method of micro-
slip model were proposed. Wang et al. [29,30] used the finite element method to analyze
the contact boundary and pressure distribution under mixed modal loads and proposed
the dynamic function. On this basis, they proposed a new identification method for elastic-
plastic element parameters to be suitable for dynamic Iwan models that vary with contact
conditions. With reference to dynamic analysis, Ahmadian et al. [31,32] identified the
nonlinear modal and the reduced-order model based on test data and obtained the analysis
model of bearing with frictional contact. Miller et al. [24] and Quinn et al. [33] established
a simplified model under variable amplitude excitation and analyzed the contribution
of bolted connections to the overall structure. Jamia et al. [34] adopted the quasi-static
time stepping analysis to establish a detailed 3D FE model capable of characterizing the
micro-slip mechanism and obtained the micro-slip behavior represented by hysteretic
loops. Ranjan et al. [35,36] proposed an improved Winkler elastic foundation-based model,
called an edge-effect model, to calculate the pinning force of bolted connections. The
study authors also built an eight-parameter Iwan model to investigate the micro-slip and
macroscopic slip behavior of bolted connections.

Most of the above are aimed at specific research objects; the establishment of the Iwan
model is then realized by numerical programming, which has great flexibility for analyzing
different structures. However, due to the lack of generality of the Iwan model, it is very
difficult to analyze and establish an appropriate Iwan model for complex structures [37,38].
Since commercial FEA software does not offer elements or properties of the Iwan model,
some methods are applied to its implementation. Moore et al. [39], and Gross et al. [40]
mentioned that they invoked MATLAB to calculate the Iwan model in FEA calculation.
Shiryayev et al. [18] also called MATLAB with ABAQUS software when calculating the
internal force of nodes. Li et al. [41,42] discretized the Iwan model into a finite sum of Jenk-
ins elements distributed on the surfaces of joints. Oldfield et al. [43] and Firrone et al. [44]
adopted similar modeling methods. The above approaches require tricky or tedious han-
dling, which indicates difficulties in application. Plastic material is recommended in
some of the literature to simulate nonlinear bolted connections, which is more applicable.
Chu et al. [45] applied a two-section elastic-plastic material to thin-layer elements which
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serve as the simulation of multiple bolted connections. Abdollahzadeh et al. [46] applied a
three-section elastic-plastic material to accomplish similar tasks. Even methods based on
commercial FEA software require the invocation of other software or a complex modeling
process to implement the typical characteristics of the Iwan model. At the same time, these
methods often do not take into account the equivalent connection area to bear complex
loads and consider only the bearing of a certain axial or a side of the load.

In this paper, a new equivalent modeling method of the bolted connection is proposed,
which regards the bolted connection structure as a continuous structure. Firstly, a material
with the force-displacement characteristics of the Iwan model is proposed and applied to
the bolted connection region, which can convert the nonlinearity of the bolted connection
into the nonlinearity of the material. Based on the force-displacement equation and elasto-
plastic hypothesis, the constitutive relation of the material is determined. Secondly, by
comparisons with the simulation results of the AIBE, the reproducibility of the proposed
modeling method for the force-displacement relationship of the original Iwan model is
verified. Finally, through comparisons with the simulation results and experimental results
of a detailed 3D FE model of the bolted connection, the universality of the equivalent
modeling method is verified. The results show that the equivalent modeling method can
well restore the statics characteristics of bolted structures under cyclic loading, and can
be applied to complex combined structures. The method also has greater flexibility in
adjusting parameters than traditional methods.

2. Basic Theory

The force-displacement relationship of the Iwan model can be obtained by the model
illustrated in Figure 1. A series of Jenkins elements connected in parallel between two
boards constitutes a unidirectional Iwan model. The spring stiffness of each Jenkins element
is uniform, and the critical slipping force of the Coulomb slider obeys a certain distribution.
A residual stiffness αk with Jenkins parallels is added in the adjusted Iwan model.
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Figure 1. Parallel–series model of the adjusted Iwan model.

The typical force-displacement hysteresis loop under cycle load of the adjusted Iwan
model is shown in Figure 2 [16]. It is easy to observe that the nonlinear force-displacement
relationship given by the Iwan model is similar to that of elastic-plastic materials. Due to
the similarity of elements, the connection between the Iwan model and the FE model is
realized by applying specific elastoplastic properties to elements.
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2.1. Adaption of Iwan Model

Since the equivalent model based on the material requires a uniaxial stress-strain
curve rather than a force-displacement curve, adaption of the Iwan model definition is
necessary to fit the targeting elastoplastic model. According to the expressions in Ref. [16],
assuming that coefficient β is equal to 1, the force-displacement formula of the adjusted
Iwan model is

F(x) =

{
(1 + α)kx− (kx)2

4 fq
, 0 ≤ x ≤ xs

αkx + fq , x > xs
(1)

in which f q represents fully-slide tension, k is stiffness of force direction, α is residual
stiffness ratio and xs = 2f q/k can be regarded as yield point by analogy. For the part of the
x < xs, it can be likened to the material in the elastic stage. For the part of x > xs, it can
be likened to the material in the plastic stage. The ‘Elastic’ part of this formula contains
nonlinearity, that is, the elastic limit does not coincide with the proportional limit. It is not
suitable for common material constitution; therefore, linearization is necessary to fit the
constitutive equation.

Accuracy and briefness should both be considered in linearization. A linearization
referring to the least square method is constructed. Let the area encircled by lines x = xl ,
y = F(x), y = 0 be S0, and the area encircled by lines x = xl , y = xF(x)/xl , y = 0 be S1. Then
xl is solved when S1 = 0.95S0. xl is defined as the advanced yield point of the Iwan-based
material, which is

xl =
3

11
(1 + α)xs (2)

Equation (1) will turn into

F(x) =


(1+α + β)kx , 0 ≤ x ≤ xl

(1 + α)kx− (kx)2

4 fq
, xl < x ≤ xs

αkx + fq , xs < x

(3)

where β = −3/22(1 + α). The stress-strain curve generated by Equation (3) is used for
adaption, which is still simple and convenient for subsequent calculation.

A virtual uniform section bar is set for force-stress transition. Regarding Equation (3)
as the uniaxial load result of this virtual bar, giving A and l as area and length, putting stress
as δ and plastic strain as εp, as shown in Equation (4), into Equation (3), the stress-strain
relationship for the virtual bar can be obtained as shown in Equation (5).{

σ = F
A

εp = ε− εe = x
l −

σ
E

(4)
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σ(ε) =

{
k
A (1 + α)εl − k2

4A fq
ε2l2 , ε ≤ 2 fq

kl
k
A αεl + fq

A , ε >
2 fq
kl

(5)

where k = EA
l(1+α+β)

.
The first derivative and the second derivative are given as Equations (6) and (7).

σ′(εp) =


(

kl(1+α)
A − k2l2ε

2A fq

)
/
(

1− kl(1+α)
EA + k2l2ε

2EA fq

)
, ε ≤ 2 fq

kl(
klα
A

)
/
(

1− klα
EA

)
, 2 fq

kl < ε
,
(

εp = ε− σ

E

)
(6)

σ′′ (εp) =

{(
− k2l2

2A fq

)
/
(

1 + k2l2

2EA fq

)
, ε ≤ 2 fq

kl

0, 2 fq
kl < ε

,
(

εp = ε− σ

E

)
(7)

Equations (6) and (7) above are implicit. To get a proper value for δ′ and δ”, the total
strain should be solved firstly from Equations (4) and (5), as shown in Equation (8).

ε(εp) =


2 fq
k2l2

(
−EA + kl(1 + α) +

√
(EA− kl(1 + α))2 + EAk2l2

fq
εp
)

, εp ≤ εst
EAεp+ fq
EA−klα , εp > εst

(8)

where εst =
(

2
kl −

1+2α
EA

)
. Equations (6) and (7) can be calculated more easily by substituting

total strain ε for εp.

2.2. FEM Realization of the Iwan-Based Material

According to Ref. [47], a universal approach of elastoplastic material FEM realization
is given below.

For kinematic hardening elastoplastic material, its plasticity modulus Ep is composed
of kinematic hardening part Eb and isotropic hardening part EF, as shown in Equation (9).

Ep = dY(εp)
dεp

EF = dσY(ε
p)

dεp

Eb = Ep − EF

(9)

in which Y(εp) is the stress-strain formulation of uniaxial tension, often achieved by tests.
With yield condition:

σp − (3µ + Eb)∆εp = σY(ε
p) (10)

Eb, σY(ε
p) with respect to εp can be solved with the Newton iteration method. Af-

terwards, update equations for the shift tensor ηij, stress σij, plastic strain ∆ε
p
ij and other

variables are shown in Equation (11).

ηij =
(

Sp
ij − α0

ij

)
/σ

p

∆αij = ηijEb∆εp

∆ε
p
ij =

3
2 ηij∆εp

αij = α0
ij + ∆αij

σij = αij + ηijσY + 1
3 δijσ

p
kk

(11)

The partial derivative of kinematic hardening modulus Eb with respect to εp is shown
in Equation (12).

∂Eb
∂εp = H (12)
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The constitutive equation of combined hardening material is shown in Equation (13).

∆
.
σij = λ∗δij∆

.
εkk + 2µ∗∆

.
εij +

[
Ep+H∆εp

1+(Ep+H∆εp)/3µ
− 3µ∗

]
ηijηkl∆

.
εkl

µ∗ = µ(σY + Eb∆εp)/σp

λ∗ = k− 2
3 µ∗

(13)

According to these equations, one specific material can be defined as long as its
uniaxial loading curve is provided. Besides, the distribution rules between isotropic and
kinematic part of plastic modulus can be obtained.

2.3. Algorithm Realization and Procedure

The constitutive relation of the Iwan-based material can be obtained by associating
the two parts above together. The stress-strain relationship described by Equation (5) is
regarded as the Y(εp)− εp relationship described by Equation (9). If σY(ε

p) = σY, then the
variables in Equations (10), (11) and (13) change as shown in Equation (14).

Ep = Eb = σ′(εp)

H = ∂Eb
∂εp = σ′′ (εp)

εp = εp
(14)

The constitutive law and the FEM algorithm of the Iwan-based material are defined
by Equations (5) (10), (11), (13) and (14).

The complete algorithm of the proposed equivalent modeling method is given in
the form of a flow chart, demonstrated in Figure 3. The values in Equation (14) and the
corresponding yield stress values are given by the IWANHARD function.
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3. Method Validation

The proposed equivalent modeling method is implemented by subroutines in ABAQUS.
A basic FEM calculation is performed to verify its function. Usage and limitations of this
method are also discussed in the following sections.
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3.1. Comparison with the Traditional Iwan Model

A minimal model is used to avoid unnecessary disturbance from complicated model
geometry and loading states. This minimal model is based on Song’s [16] adjusted Iwan
beam element (AIBE); the parameters of the adjusted Iwan model are shown in Table 1,
and the sizes of the jointed beam structure are illustrated in Figure 4. The equivalent
model using the proposed Iwan-based material is in a state of uniaxial tension, as shown
in Figure 4. It is a regular hexahedron whose size is the same as that of the jointed beam
structure. The axial displacement and the rotation perpendicular to the axis are set to zero
on one side, and an alternating displacement is applied to another side. After this setting,
the equivalent model is in a uniaxial stress state at all stages of loading, which is the same
as the boundary condition of the AIBE in the hysteresis calculation.

Table 1. Parameters used for the adjusted Iwan model.

α A (m2) Fq (N) l (mm) E 1 (MPa)

0.167 475 × 10−6 54 0.0813 11,256.37
1 E is calculated at k = 6.5255× 107 N/m.
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A UMAT subroutine and its corresponding functions are written in FORTRAN and
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function with typical hardening properties of the Iwan model is called when UMAT needs
it. The result and the comparison are respectively illustrated in Figure 5a,b.
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Due to the uniaxial loading condition, the stress nephogram has only one non-zero
stress component with uniform stress values over all elements. The above results indicate
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that the performance of the Iwan-based material under uniaxial loading is similar to that of
the Ref. [16]. Both results have few differences in the initial loading stage but are different
in the cycle loading stage. The slopes of both results are same at the beginning of each
cycle loading step. The misalignment observed in Figure 5b transits from initial stiffness to
residual stiffness. These differences stem mainly from the linearization method described in
Section 2.1, which extends the linear part of the force-displacement curve during unloading
and reloading. The two curves have similar maximum and minimum force values in the
residual stiffness part. The slight offset in the reloading part is due to the error of cycle
loading displacements in the Ref. [16], whose minimum displacement does not reach the
exactly abstract value of maximum loading. The slope of the hysteresis loops of the AIBE is
smaller than that of the hysteresis loops of the equivalent model. The slope of the original
force-displacement curve of the Iwan model decreases gradually [16], and there is no linear
segment. In order to match the curve with a similar material model, the curve segment
with a small slope change is changed into a straight line by the equivalent model. After
the cyclic loading stage, this effect was more obvious, which resulted in the difference in
calculation results.

3.2. Comparison with the Refined FE Model

Compared with the simulation results and the experimental results of a detailed 3D
FE model, the simulation effect of the equivalent method on the real bolted connection is
verified. A 3D bolted connection with the bolt head fixed is selected as the model from
Ref. [48] and simulated in detail under cycling transverse displacement. The model used
is shown in Figure 6. Displacements of 0.3 mm and 0.06 mm were applied at the edge
of the movable top plate to simulate the external force perpendicular to the bolt axis.
The experimental results are obtained under the maximum transverse displacement of
0.3 mm for the movable top plate, and the simulation results are obtained by FEM under
the maximum transverse displacement of 0.3 mm and 0.06 mm. These results are then
compared with those obtained by the equivalent model.
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Figure 6. The detailed 3D model of the bolted connection described in Ref. [48].

The detailed 3D FE model is a single bolt-nut set, surrounded by clamped boards,
and all contact surfaces are considered, including external threads of bolts and internal
threads of nuts. Compared with the common method of applying bolt preload, this
modeling method which completely considers the threads is more accurate to simulate
bolted connections, so it has considerable reference value [48]. When the equivalent
modeling is carried out for this detailed 3D FE model, similar to the AIBE, the local part
of the bolted connection is selected for analysis, so it has high comparability. For the
calculation of the equivalent model, a similar minimum model is selected in Section 3.1,
and its parameters and loads remain unchanged. The proper values of the minimum model
can be calculated from the result curve in the Ref. [48]. Since it is unnecessary to keep the
equivalent area the same as the original one, the parameters A and l are set to be the same
as those in Section 3.1. Then the residual parameters can be determined by Equation (3) to
form the result curves. The parameters for calculation are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Parameters of the equivalent model under different transverse displacements.

Transverse Displacement α A (m2) Fq (N) l (m) E (MPa)

0.3 mm (experiment) 0 475 × 10−6 1780 0.0813 2683.64
0.3 mm (simulation) 0 475 × 10−6 1549 0.0813 3953.40

0.06 mm (simulation) 0.303 475 × 10−6 623.45 0.0813 5569.041

The comparison between the results of the Ref. [48] and calculation results of hysteresis
loops are plotted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Comparisons between the equivalent modeling method and the results under different
transverse displacements: (a) comparison of experimental results under 0.3 mm transverse dis-
placement; (b) comparison of simulation results with FEM under 0.3 mm transverse displacement;
(c) comparison of simulation results with FEM under 0.06 mm transverse displacement [48].

The comparison indicate that the calculation results of the equivalent model fit well
with the simulation results of the detailed finite element model in the Ref. [48]. Especially
under the cyclic loading of 0.06 mm transverse displacement, the calculation results of
the two are basically consistent. When the structure is subjected to the cyclic loading of
0.3 mm transverse displacement, the force-displacement curve of the equivalent model
in the initial loading stage is basically consistent with the experimental and simulation
results of the detailed 3D FE model [48]. However, in the cyclic loading stage, the transition
stage of the connection stiffness from no-slip state (the slope of the force-displacement
curve is almost constant) to complete slip state (the slope of the force-displacement curve is
zero) is slightly different from the Iwan model. The reasons for these differences have been
explained above.

The Iwan model can effectively simulate the case of overall slippage and complete
loss of connection stiffness, but the accuracy is lower than that of small slippage. As can
be seen from the above results, the equivalent modeling method based on the Iwan-based
material is especially suitable for the case of small transverse displacements and only the
micro-slip of connection interfaces in bolted connections.

4. Discussions
4.1. Physical Meanings of Modeling Parameters

Although the proposed modeling method of bolted connections is based on a phe-
nomenological formula, its parameters are still relevant to physical settings. Therefore, it
has a certain physical significance.

A series of experimental results published in the Ref. [49] are selected to reveal the
relationship between the parameter Fq and the bolt preload. According to this experiment,
plates connected with a single bolt are tensioned and compressed from the free ends on
both sides; the model is shown in Figure 8. Experimental results show the hysteresis cycles
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under different levels of the bolt preload. The bolt preload is expressed by the relative
preload, and the expression of βr is shown in Equation (15).

βr =
Fcl
Fy

(15)

where Fcl is the applied bolt preload and Fy is the yield strength.
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Figure 8. Bolted lap joint described in Ref. [49].

The corresponding parameters of the equivalent model can be determined by the
same method in Section 3.2, which are consequently listed in Table 3. Experimental and
analytical results of each level of the relative preload are demonstrated in Figure 9. It can
be observed that there is a good congruity between experimental results and analytical
results. Therefore, the discussion of the physical meanings of the modeling parameters
is reasonable.

Table 3. Parameters of equivalent model under different levels of bolt preload.

Level of Relative Preload α A (m2) Fq (N) l (m) E (MPa)

βr = 57% 0.091 475 × 10−6 7400 0.0813 20,982
βr = 77% 0.126 475 × 10−6 9200 0.0813 21,650
βr = 90% 0.218 475 × 10−6 11,400 0.0813 23,407
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(b) comparison of 77% bolt preload; (c) comparison of 90% bolt preload [49]. Figure 9. Comparisons under different levels of bolt preload: (a) comparison of 57% bolt preload;
(b) comparison of 77% bolt preload; (c) comparison of 90% bolt preload [49].

From the results given in Table 3 and Figure 9, it can be seen that the parameters Fq
and α are significantly changed with the relative preload βr. Figure 10 shows that the two
parameters increase with the relative preload, which indicates that the two parameters
raise nonlinearly. When the relative preload is large, the ratio of growth is also great.
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This result is not surprising because of the similar characteristics between the Iwan 
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This result is not surprising because of the similar characteristics between the Iwan
model and the bolted connection. As shown in Figure 1, the Iwan model is derived from
friction, which is also the major source of the hysteresis behavior of the bolted connection.
According to the Coulomb friction law, the critical sliding force is positively correlated
with the vertical force applied on the interface. At the same time, the friction force grows
with the increase of the vertical force, resulting in the shift ratio of stiffness. Therefore, the
critical sliding force Fq and the residual stiffness ratio α will change with the applied bolt
preload. However, the nonlinear characteristics of the growth suggest that the internal
mechanism should be more complicated than the Coulomb friction.

Nevertheless, the parameters Fq and α cannot be determined directly from the bolt
preload when other factors related to the friction are unknown. However, when the
hysteresis loops of a certain bolt preload is known, the correlation relationship between
two forces is helpful to predict Fq under other levels of bolt preload.

4.2. Limitation of the Equivalent Modeling Method

A fundamental feature of this modeling method is that the connection section is
equivalent to an isotropic material with nonlinearity. The application and limitations of the
proposed modeling method are analyzed.

Since the material used in this method is isotropic, the equalized connection section
can be subject to loads in any direction, so it can be applied to the simulation of complex
structures. This feature can guarantee availability but cannot ensure accuracy. Its stiff-
ness in different directions is correlative because of the applied range of the proposed
material, that is, the connection stiffness in different directions is coupled. This coupling
relationship makes the equivalent model able only to guarantee the accuracy of the Iwan
model parameters in a certain direction, but it cannot take into account all directions, when
the size of the equivalent region remains unchanged. Besides, the directional stiffness of
actual connection may not correspond to the simplified model due to the change of the
bolt-clamping force. This problem can be solved by redesigning the geometric sizes or
shapes of the equivalent model. The size of the equivalent model does not have to be
consistent with its real geometric size, but needs to be determined by the relative size of the
connection stiffness at different positions of the nodes. In this way, the connection stiffness
in all directions can be simulated by stiffness parameters of the Iwan model. However, this
scheme cannot solve the coupling problem of slip force Fq and residual stiffness ratio α, so
this scheme has limitations. Extending the Iwan-based material to anisotropic material is a
way to solve the coupling problem fundamentally.

The nonlinearity of bolted connections considered by the Iwan model is derived from
the investigation and simulation for slip characteristics of contact interfaces, which is
mainly reflected in the contact, friction and slip of the connection interfaces [27]. The loads
are transmitted through the friction between contact pairs of bolted joints designed for
shear loads, and the force-displacement relationships are similar to that of the Iwan model.
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Therefore, the equivalent modeling method is more suitable for the case of bolted joints
under the tangential load of screw.

In the axial direction of the bolted connection, the nonlinearity is mainly reflected in
the difference of tension and compression stiffness. When the joint is strained, its stiffness
is reflected as the stiffness of the screw. When the joint is pressed, its stiffness is the
superposition of the screw stiffness and the stiffness of the connected part. The nonlinearity
caused by the inconsistency of tension and compression stiffness is different from the
nonlinearity embodied in the Iwan model. Therefore, another limitation of the equivalent
modeling method is that it is not suitable for bolted connections which are designed mainly
under tensile loads. The difference between the two designs of bolted connections limits
the applicability of the Iwan-based material.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a new equivalent modeling method based on the Iwan model is in-
troduced by proposing a material, which is an elastoplastic material with properties of
specified Iwan model. ABAQUS and its subroutine module are developed, and simula-
tion and experiments are used to verify the proposed equivalent modeling method. The
conclusions are as follows:

1. The proposed Iwan-based material can represent the mechanical properties of the ad-
justed Iwan model, which can well characterize the nonlinearity of bolted connections.

2. The Iwan-based material is effective in the modeling of bolted connections. This
modeling method using the Iwan-based material can be applied to the traditional
finite element modeling code with convenience.

3. This equivalent method is appropriate for modeling the performance of the bolted
joints under the transverse cyclic load according to the force-displacement properties
of the Iwan model.
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